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Abstract

The prediction of stock price movements is challenging due to the inherently dynamic and complex characteristics of
financial markets. A current research gap is the lack of exploration into the complex interrelationships inherent in stock price
dynamics, often analyzing predictions in isolation with an implicit presumption that solely the historical data of a given stock
influences its future trend. However, stock prices are impacted by a diverse array of driving factors that extend beyond the
traditionally examined historical prices, encompassing influences such as inter-stock correlations. In this paper, we present a
predictive approach using a dynamic dual-graph neural network. The network combines textual data and quantitative metrics
to capture multiple dynamic relationships. Specifically, We have developed a price relationship graph (PRG) and a semantic
relationship graph (SRG), which are later integrated using a graph attention neural network. The effectiveness of our neural
architecture is validated through extensive testing on two benchmark datasets for stock movement prediction, illustrating its
superior performance compared to other graph-based networks for stock market prediction.

Index Terms
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I. INTRODUCTION

Forecasting stock price movements is recognized as a complex endeavor, influenced by the ever-evolving and intricate
dynamics of the financial market. Predominantly, stock market analysis leverages two primary approaches: fundamental
and technical analysis [1]. Fundamental analysis methodically investigates the intrinsic value of stocks, encapsulating an
extensive analysis of macroeconomic factors, industry conditions, and company-specific financial health, including revenue,
expenses, assets, and liabilities. In contrast, technical analysis focuses on identifying trends through statistical analysis of
stock prices, employing indicators like Simple Moving Average (SMA), Exponential Moving Average (EMA), and Moving
Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD). Most prior research in this field has relied heavily on historical data, technical
indicators, and macroeconomic factors. However, an emerging area of study integrates financial textual data with these
analyses, applying NLP techniques to enhance financial forecasting [2]–[8].

A significant research gap lies in the limited exploration of the inherent relationships within stock price dynamics. The
prevailing underlying assumption in the majority of previous work is that stocks function autonomously, independent of each
other’s influence [9]–[16], which frequently overlooked the cross-effect of stocks over time, a dynamic factor influencing
stock prices. The interplay between stocks can be traced back to an array of inter-corporate connections, encompassing
aspects like shared industry information, supply chain dynamics, payment networks, business partnerships, and shareholder
ownership structures [17]. These intricate and diverse linkages culminate in a scenario where the price of an individual stock
is not solely dependent on its own information but is also significantly correlated with the performance of other stocks.

While recent research tried to explore the use of stock relationships to predict stock price movements [5] and optimize
portfolios [7], these studies have primarily concentrated on specific relation types defined by explicit corporate relationships,
e.g., supply chain, shareholding chain, and industry competition relationships, which can be identified by public information.
Although the identified corporate relations offer some insight into the mutual influence of related companies on their stock
prices, it is crucial to acknowledge that the interaction between stock prices extends far beyond the scope of corporate
relationships. For example, trading in stock indices has the potential to influence the prices of all stocks encompassed by
the respective index. Additionally, when big portfolio holders engage in trading activities, it can lead to price fluctuations
simultaneously in individual stocks within the portfolio. The repercussions of these dynamics extend beyond explicit corporate
relationships, contributing to dynamic interactions and varying influences on stock prices across different periods. Effectively
identifying and leveraging dynamic correlations, including price and information correlation, for price prediction remains
an unexplored challenge in the current literature. To bridge these gaps, this study introduces a novel network architecture
for predicting stock price movements, which uniquely incorporates dynamic corporate relationships in their stock prices and
textual information. Our methodology synergizes both quantitative and textual data, effectively mapping out daily price and
semantic relationships derived from past 7-day historical data. The identified price and semantic relationships are subsequently
integrated into the model training process by adopting graph attention networks.
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This technique enhances the understanding of the key drivers behind stock market movements, thereby augmenting the
predictive precision for subsequent trading days. An extensive validation process was undertaken using two benchmark
datasets [18], [19] to evaluate the efficacy of our model. The results indicate that our model consistently surpasses the
most robust existing baseline, achieving an average accuracy enhancement of 4.5%. The conducted ablation study provides
additional affirmation regarding the efficacy of our suggested approaches for price and semantic relationship generation in
modeling the correlation between companies based on their price and textual information. This results in an average accuracy
improvement of 3.6%.

Our contributions can be summarized into two points:
1) A novel relationship-driven network architecture is proposed, grounded in significant financial intuition, which revolves

around predicting stock price movements by generating dynamic price and semantic relationships using textual and
quantitative data.

2) The proposed model outperforms strong baselines on public benchmark datasets, underscoring its effectiveness in stock
price movement prediction.

II. RELATED WORK

Research in the field of stock market prediction encompasses various aspects, such as market index, stock price, stock
price movement, return rate, and volatility etc. To achieve prediction goals, time series models, machine learning techniques,
deep learning approaches, and reinforcement learning methods have been explored. Specifically, Ding et al. [20] proposed a
novel neural tensor network combined with a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict event-driven stock price
movements in the S&P 500 index and individual stocks. The accuracy and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) were
employed as evaluation metrics, and the simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of deep learning in event-driven
market prediction. Zhou et al. [21] proposed event-driven trading strategies that detect corporate events, considered as driving
forces of market movements, from news articles. They trained a bi-level event detection model using the masked-language
model (MLM) loss. Two trading strategies were tested on the EDT dataset, with Trade at End Strategy yielding a return
outperforming sentiment-based models. The Trade at Best Strategy, which completed transactions within a specified time
frame, resulted in a return also surpassing all sentiment-based models. Another study by Liu et al. [22] focused on extracting
features from news titles through a CNN and event tuples (comprising Agent, Predicate, and Object) via knowledge graph
embedding (TransE model). These features were combined with daily trading and technical analysis data, and SVM and
LSTM models were utilized for stock price movement prediction. Joint learning of event tuples and text was found to be
the most effective approach, addressing the text sparsity problem in feature extraction. A deep generative model called
StockNet was proposed by Xu and Cohen [23] for stock market prediction based on binary movement, denoting a rise in
stock price as one and a fall as zero. This model consisted of three components: Market Information Encoder, Variational
Movement Decoder, and Attentive Temporal Auxiliary. Evaluation using Accuracy and MCC demonstrated that StockNet
achieved state-of-the-art performance on a new stock movement prediction dataset, which was made publicly available. Feng
et al. [13] proposed to implement adversarial training as a way to enhance the predictive model’s generalization capacity
and achieved a significant performance improvement as compare to [23].

The Efficient Market Hypothesis posits that financial markets exhibit informational efficiency [24]. This assumption leads
to the logical inference that the fluctuation in the stock prices of a specific entity can be influenced by its related corporations.
Thus, previous studies leveraged explicit company relations to improve financial prediction tasks [5], [7], [25], [26]. Being a
pioneer study, Chen et al. [25] incorporated top-10 stock-holding relationships of list companies, using Graph Convolutional
Neural Networks (GCNN). Later, Sawhney et al. [26] proposed a deep attentive learning approach for predicting stock
movements based on information from social media texts and company correlations, where company relationships were
obtained from Wikidata1. In recent studies, Ma et al. [5], [7] also leveraged company relationships to predict stock price
movements and portfolio optimization. They developed knowledge graphs based on three types of corporate relations, e.g.,
supply chain, shareholding chain, and industry competition relationship. An attentive GCN was proposed [7] to learn the
impact of different relations. The hypothesis is that different corporate relationships may have different influences on the
stock prices, e.g., the stock prices of companies with the supply chain relationship may be positively related, while stock
prices may have a negative correlation between competitive companies.

However, simply modeling explicit corporate relationships may be sub-optimal in real-world investment. In the evolving
landscape of the financial market, companies are extensively intertwined through diverse interconnections. In addition to
the corporate relationships explored in prior research, there exist unexplored corporate associations, including strategic
partnerships, joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, collaborative research and development, license agreements, and
other nuanced affiliations. The challenge lies in acquiring a comprehensive dataset of all potential relationships for timely
incorporation into stock price modeling. Moreover, implicit correlations in stock prices may not necessarily manifest in
explicit corporate relationships. Correlation in stock prices can occur when two prices are influenced by factors such as

1https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:List of properties
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Fig. 1. Proposed Network Architecture for Dynamic Dual-Graph Neural Network for Stock Price Movement Prediction.

being under the same stock trading index or managed by the same fund manager, irrespective of direct corporate connections
between the involved companies.

III. METHODOLOGY

Contrary to the previous works, our perspective posits that relationships can be more accurately represented through
dynamic means, specifically via price and semantic relationships that evolve over time. This dynamic perspective offers
a novel approach to understanding and analyzing the relationships between stock prices, distinguishing our method from
traditional static data analysis methods. Our research seeks to construct a dynamic mechanism that delineates the stock
relationships, drawing on data from text and prices.

The proposed network architecture (Fig. 1) is composed of seven primary modules: Tweet Embedding Layer (TEL), Tweets
Encoder (TE), Price Normalization Module (PNM), Price Encoder (PE), Price Relationship Generator (PRG), Semantic
Relationship Generator (SRG), and Graph Attention Network (GAT). The TEL is tasked for vector representation of tweets.
TE is for encoding tweet vectors using CNN and Attentive LSTM architecture. The PNM is designed for normalizing the
stock price data. PE is for encoding normalized price data using Attentive LSTM architecture. The PRG and SRG modules
are dedicated for constructing the dynamic price relationship graph and semantic relationship graph, respectively. Finally,
the GAT module is responsible for the effective encoding of company relations, integrating the graph information produced
by PRG and SRG.

In the remainder of this section, we first introduce the task definition (Section III-A), and then elaborate on the functions
of each network component (Section III-B-Section III-H).

A. Task Definition

The objective of the proposed architecture is to leverage pertinent data from both tweets and historical stock prices to
forecast the stock price movements. Given the task formulation from a related work [23], this study defines stock movement
based on the variation in the adjusted closing prices of a given stock between consecutive trading days (d and d + 1), which
frames the prediction of stock movement as a binary classification task.

Following the methodologies in stock movement prediction [19], [23], the task is defined as follows: for a given stock
A, considering its historical price data and related tweets across a retrospective window of l days, i.e., within the range
[t− l, t], the future price movement of stock A from day t to day t+ 1 is defined by a label of zero if the adjusted closing
price movement from day t to day t + 1 is equal to or below -0.5%, and one if the adjusted closing price movement is
above 0.55%. In this binary classification setting, the value 0 indicates a price decline, while 1 signifies an increase.

B. Tweet Embedding Layer

Textual information can significantly impact market cognition [27] and sentiment [28]–[31], subsequently, reflected in the
stock prices. We leverage tweets, drawing from datasets previously compiled in established literature [18], [19], [23], as a
source of textual information to enhance the accuracy of stock price movement prediction.
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A Tweet Embedding Layer is designed to specifically encode tweets and generate their corresponding embeddings. In
this module, each tweet is transformed into an embedding vector e ∈ Rn, which is accomplished using the Sentence-BERT
framework [32]. Sentence-BERT is a modification of the pre-trained BERT network which use siamese and triplet network
structures, enabling it to effectively capture the semantic significance of sentence embeddings. The dimensionality of these
embeddings is set at n = 384. Considering a scenario with m tweets on a given day i, related to a particular stock, say
stock A, this collection of tweets can be represented as a sequence and the TEL processes each tweet in this sequence to
produce a series of vectors [ei1, e

i
2, . . . , e

i
m], where ∀e ∈ Rn, and m signifies the total count of tweets concerning stock A

on that day. The output generated by TEL is methodically fed as input to two subsequent components: TE and SRG.

C. Semantic Relationship Generator

The semantic relationship is measured by the cosine similarity applied to the sentence embeddings derived from tweet
data. Given company A and B, and their corresponding tweets vectors {eij(A)} and {eij(B)}, where i = 1, 2, ...l are the
day index and j the intraday tweet index, the semantic relationship is defined as:

rs(A,B) = cos[ea ∈ {eij(A)}, eb ∈ {eij(B)}], (1)

where we calculate pairwise cosine similarities for all tweets emanating from two companies over a preceding period of
l days. The mean cosine similarity is then served as a quantitative representation of the relational proximity between the
tweet collections of the respective companies.

D. Tweets Encoder

The TE module mainly consists of a CNN paired with a dual-stage Attentive Long Short-Term Memory (ALSTM) network,
strategically engineered to effectively capture and compress contextual and sequential dependencies.

The TEL module encodes tweets over l days into E ∈ Rl×m×n, where m denotes the maximum number of daily tweets;
n represents the dimensionality of the sentence embedding. E serves as input to a 2D-CNN

C = Conv2d(E) (2)

Each convolution involves using a filter w from the space Rk×1, with k taking the values 3, 4, 5. The number of input and
output channels are uniformly set to l. A unique feature cij ∈ C is generated, with indices i ranging from 1 to m− k + 1
and j from 1 to n, through a sliding window technique applied to the tweets e(i:i+k−1,j:j):

cij = wij · Ee(i:i+k−1,j:j)
+ bij , (3)

with bij being a bias term.
The convolved features C are batch-normalized, activated by the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function, and subsequently

subjected to adaptive max pooling, resulting in an output size of (1, 128). The pooled feature maps from different kernels
sizes are concatenated to form D ∈ Rl×3×128. The same process, employing a 2D-CNN with a kernel size of (3, 1) and l
channels, is applied to generate X ∈ Rl×64.

X = Conv2d(D) (4)

The dual-stage attention-based recurrent neural network is a widely recognized attentive RNN architecture that was
originally introduced by Qin et al. [33] for time series forecasting. In our implementation, the Attentive LSTM is structured
into two phases: the encoder phase consists of an input attention layer and an LSTM layer, followed by the decoder phase
which includes a temporal attention layer and another LSTM layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The role of the input attention
layer is to evaluate the significance of input features at a specific time instance t, and the temporal attention mechanism is
applied in the decoder phase to adaptively select relevant encoder hidden states across all time steps.

For a multivariate time series, which is represented as xk = (xk
1 , x

k
2 , . . . , x

k
l )

⊤ ∈ Rl, the formulation of an input attention
mechanism can be achieved through the application of a deterministic attention model, specifically a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP). This process involves referencing the preceding hidden state ht−1 and the cell states st−1 within the encoder LSTM
unit, which is expressed in Eq. 5, where v ∈ Rl, We ∈ Rl×2z1 , and Ue ∈ Rl×l are parameters that are learned with z1 being
the size of hidden states. In the equation denoted as Eq. 6, the term αk

t represents the attention weight, which signifies the
importance of the k-th input feature at time t, where n stands for the total number of features. To ensure that all attention
weights sum up to 1, the softmax function is applied to ekt .

ekt = v⊤
e · tanh

(
We [ht−1; st−1] +Uex

k
)

(5)

αk
t =

exp(ekt )∑n
i=1 exp(e

i
t)

(6)
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The input attention mechanism is designed to be jointly trained with other components of the dual-stage Attentive LSTM.
The hidden state at time t is updated as follows:

ht = f1(ht−1, x̃t) (7)

x̃t =
(
α1
tx

1
t , α

2
tx

2
t , . . . , α

n
t x

n
t

)⊤
(8)

Here, f represents a LSTM unit with xt replaced by the newly computed x̃t. The proposed input attention strategy enables
the encoder to selectively focus on particular sequences of features rather than processing all input feature series uniformly.
Following the encoding phase, the decoder equipped with a temporal attention mechanism is adopted to predict the output
by leveraging LSTM to decode the encoded information. The temporal attention mechanism is designed to adaptively select
relevant encoder hidden states in the decoder. Particularly, for each encoder hidden state at time t, the attention weight
is determined by considering both the preceding decoder hidden state h′

t−1 ∈ Rz2 and the cell state of the LSTM unit
s′t−1 ∈ Rz2 , where z2 denotes the size of the decoder hidden states. This can be represented by Eq. 9 and Eq. 10.

djt = v⊤
d · tanh

(
Wd

[
h′
t−1; s

′
t−1

]
+Udhj

)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ l (9)

βj
t =

exp(djt )∑l
1 exp(d

i
t)

(10)

In this context, [h′
t−1; s

′
t−1] ∈ R2z2 is a concatenation of the previous hidden state and cell state of the LSTM unit. The

parameters vd ∈ Rz1 , Wd ∈ Rz1×2z2 , and Ud ∈ Rz1×z1 are to be learned with bias terms being excluded for clarity. For
each encoder hidden state at time t, the attention weight βj

t represents the importance of the i-th encoder hidden state for
the prediction and is calculated as shown in Eq. 10.

Subsequently, a context vector ct is derived by calculating the weighted sum of encoder hidden states:

ct =

l∑
i=1

βi
thi (11)

Once the weighted summed context vectors are obtained, they are combined with the given target series (y1, y2, . . . , yl−1)
as follows:

ỹt−1 = w̃⊤[yt−1; ct−1] + b̃ (12)

where [yt−1; ct−1] ∈ Rz1+1 is a concatenation of the decoder input yt−1 and the computed context vector ct−1. The
parameters w̃ ∈ Rz1+1 and b̃ ∈ R map the concatenation to the size of the decoder input. The newly computed ỹt−1 is used
to update the decoder hidden state at time t:

h′
t = f2(h

′
t−1, ỹt−1) (13)

This established attention strategy recognizes the variability in the information quality of tweets and their differential
impacts across market phases.

E. Price Normalization

Technical analysis indicates that historical price offers significant insights into prospective market movements [34]. The
price normalization is designed to encapsulate the temporal sequence representation of quantitative indicators spanning a
lookback period of T days, which is 7 days in our study. The historical price data encompass open, high, low, close, and
adjusted close prices for every trading session. The price movement indicators over intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 days
are also computed. To capture the market fluctuations, we normalize both the price and its associated movement indicators
employing the formula: qi = qi/p

c
i−1, where qi is the quantitative indicator and pci−1 represents the previous session’s

adjusted close price. Consequently, a total of 11 normalized price indicators have been derived in this study [19]: open,
high, low, close, adjusted close, 5 days, 10 days, 15 days, 20 days, 25 days and 30 days.

F. Price Encoder

To capture the sequential interdependence in prices accross trading days, the same dual-stage attentive LSTM model is
adopted. This process involves multivariate time series for quantitative indicators qk = (qk1 , q

k
2 , . . . , q

k
t ) ∈ Rl and defines

encoder output on the tth day as follows:
pt = f1(pt−1, q̃t) (14)

Here, qi ∈ R11 denotes the price vector on day i for each stock in the window of time steps.
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Consistent with the perspective that each trading day’s trend influences stock trend forecasting differently [13], we
incorporate an identical temporal attention mechanism within the decoder to determine the importance of specific days,
thereby creating a comprehensive feature representation from all hidden states of the LSTM [33]. This approach, similar to
the implementation in the Tweets Encoder, leverages the newly computed ỹt−1 to update the decoder’s hidden state at time
t as follows:

p′
t = f2(p

′
t−1, ỹt−1) (15)

G. Price Relationship Generator

In time series analysis, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an effective algorithm for measuring the similarity between
two one-dimensional temporal sequences [35]. Given stocks A and B, which have time series of normalized price indicator
qa

k = (qka1, q
k
a2, . . . , q

k
al)

⊤ ∈ Rl and qb
k = (qkb1, q

k
b2, . . . , q

k
bl)

⊤ ∈ Rl, the price relationship between A and B can be defined
as:

rq(A,B) = DTW (qa
k,qb

k) (16)

where we compute pairwise distances across all eleven quantitative indicators and subsequently synthesize them into a
singular closeness metric through averaging.

H. Graph Attention Networks

In the unified relation graph G(V, E, W), companies are represented by nodes V and edges E, while the edge features W
embody both the price and semantic relationships existing between nodes, derived from SRG and PRG. In instances where a
relation is absent between any two given nodes, the corresponding edge feature value in the graph is assigned to zeros. This
representation effectively captures the intricate network of interconnections and interactions among companies, delineated
through both quantitative and textual dimensions. The relationship graph is subsequently passed to Graph Attention Network
(GAT), representing the most popular architecture within the domain of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), which are widely
acknowledged for their cutting-edge capabilities in representation learning on graph-structured data [36]–[38]. In our study,
we adopted GATv2, an advanced variant designed to address the limitations of static attention observed in the conventional
GATConv layer. The standard GAT architecture suffers from a critical limitation where the sequential application of linear
layers results in the ranking of attended nodes without considering the contextual relevance of the query node. GATv2, on
the other hand, introduces a dynamic method wherein each node possesses the capability to attend to any other node in
the network. This approach significantly enhances the adaptability and efficiency of the attention mechanism, allowing for
a more nuanced and context-aware representation of node relationships within the graph.

Unlike other GNN architectures which assign equal importance to all neighboring nodes j ∈ Ni [39], GATs compute a
learned weighted average of the representations of Ni given the layer’s input of a set of node representations {gi ∈ Rd|i ∈ V}
and the set of edges E and layer’s output of a new set of node representations {g′

i ∈ Rd′ |i ∈ V}. Specifically, GATs use a
scoring function o that maps Rd×Rd to R through computing a score for every edge (j, i), which reflects the importance of
the features of the neighboring node j with respect to the central node i, thereby enabling a differentiated and context-aware
aggregation of neighborhood information.

o(gi,gj) = a⊤LeakyReLU(W · [gi;gj ]) (17)

Here, a ∈ R2d′
, W ∈ Rd′×d are learned, and gi and gj are concatenated. The calculation of the attention scores involves

a normalization step that is applied across the entire neighborhood j ∈ Ni using a softmax function:

γij = softmaxj(o(gi,gj)) =
exp(o(gi,gj))∑

k∈Ni
exp(o(gi,gk))

(18)

Subsequently, the Graph Attention Networks (GATs) ascertain the new representation of node i by computing a weighted
mean of the modified feature vectors of adjacent nodes. This computation incorporates a non-linear function σ and utilizes
the attention coefficients that have been normalized:

g′
i = σ

∑
j∈Ni

γij ·Wgj

 (19)
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF “PRICE MOVEMENT - TEXT” DATASETS.

CKIM18 BIGDATA22
No. of stocks 38 50
No. of tweets 955,788 272,762
From 2017-01-01 2019-07-05
To 2017-12-28 2020-06-30

I. Stock Price Movement Classifier

The construction of the stock price movement classifier entails a multifaceted series of processes. Specifically, the feature
representations derived from the Tweets Encoder, Price Encoder, and Graph Attention Networks, which are T, Q and H
respectively, are subjected to a systematic sequence of operations, which commences with a concatenation of different
features, then proceeds to batch normalization. Subsequently, a linear layer equipped with a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
activation function is applied, followed by the introduction of a dropout layer, culminating in the deployment of a final
linear layer dedicated to calculating the cross-entropy loss.

O = W2 · Dropout(ReLU(W1 · BatchNorm([T;Q;H]) + b1)) + b2 (20)

where W1, W2, b1 and b2 are weights and bias terms to be optimized with cross entropy loss.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Datasets

In our study, we adopt the social text-driven stock prediction dataset developed by Wu et al. [18] (CIKM18), which
combines stock prices sourced from Yahoo Finance and associated social media narratives, primarily from Twitter. This
dataset spans from January 2017 to December 2017 and includes 38 stocks selected from the Standard & Poor’s 500 index,
each with significant Twitter presence. Additionally, we incorporate a recently released dataset for stock market forecasting,
created by Soun et al. [19] (BIGDATA22), comprising 50 stocks and covering the period from July 2019 to June 2020.
Relevant statistics of CIKM18 and BIGDATA22 can be viewed in Table I. We follow the binary classification task formulated
in Section III-A and exclude data points which are not labeled as either 0 or 1. To evaluate our model, we split each dataset
chronologically into training, validation, and test dataset, in line with the procedures used in the recent stock movement
prediction research [19].

B. Evaluation Metrics

To make fair comparison with previous studies on stock forecasting [13], [23], our chosen evaluation metrics are accuracy
(ACC) and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). ACC, a commonly utilized metric, is extensively adopted across
various classification problems. The MCC becomes especially pertinent when the dataset presents notable disparities in
class distribution. The calculation of the MCC necessitates the construction of a confusion matrix, which enumerates true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN). The formulas to compute ACC and MCC
are defined as:

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(21)

MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√

(TP+FP )×(TP+FN)×(TN+FP )×(TN+FN)
(22)

Our findings represent the average performance of 10 iterations on the test sets, each with different random seeds.

C. Baseline Models

We conduct a thorough comparison of our proposed model with established and robust baseline models in the context of
forecasting stock price movements, as detailed subsequently:
Logistic Regression (LR) stands as a rudimentary benchmark, delineating a linear distinction amongst categories.
Random Forest (RF), a potent attribute-driven method, frequently outperforms LR by amalgamating an assortment of
randomized decision trees.
StockNet model is introduced by [23], where the input from the stock is processed using a Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
to capture its inherent stochastic nature.
Attentive LSTM (ALSTM) integrates the attention mechanism with various LSTM cell states, as highlighted by [33].
Following this concept, two distinct variants, termed as ALSTM-W and ALSTM-D, have been proposed by [19]. Specifically,
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the ALSTM-W variant employs the Word2Vec technique to generate tweet embeddings, which are then incorporated into
its predictive pipeline. Here, they focus on tweets that directly mention the targeted stocks and utilize Word2Vec to create
embeddings for each tweet, compute their average, and subsequently merge this data with the price attribute in the ALSTM
model. On the other hand, the ALSTM-D variant mirrors the ALSTM-W approach but leverages Doc2Vec for generating
tweet embeddings. Although Doc2Vec provides a more comprehensive representation of textual content, it may sometimes
fall short in terms of generalization performance.
Attentive LSTM using adversarial training (Adv-ALSTM) is introduced by [13], where the model enhances the traditional
ALSTM by integrating adversarial training. This integration aims to improve the model’s ability to generalize across different
scenarios.
DTML, as proposed by [40], represents a novel methodology for the accurate prediction of stock movements. This approach
is distinguished by its ability to establish effective correlations among multiple stocks. DTML is designed to leverage
both temporal and global market contexts, enabling it to dynamically comprehend inter-stock relationships. Its performance
exceeds that of existing methods.
SLOT, introduced by [19], enhances the prediction of stock market trends by utilizing self-supervised learning techniques
applied to the sparse and often noisy data available from tweets. It effectively mitigates the prevalent biases associated
with highly popular stocks and efficiently excludes irrelevant data. SLOT involves the creation of shared embeddings for
both stocks and tweets through self-supervised learning, which is particularly beneficial for generating accurate predictions
for stocks with lower popularity. Furthermore, the method is designed to exploit multi-level relationships among stocks as
deduced from tweet data, thereby significantly bolstering its predictive robustness.

D. Experimental Details

In this study, the models are trained on a computational infrastructure equipped with an NVIDIA Tesla T4 processor. The
training procedure spanned a total of 50 epochs. Within the training process, the validation dataset is utilized to select the
most optimal model, while the test dataset is employed to report the model performance. Furthermore, a learning rate of
1e-6 is applied in tandem with the Adam optimizer. The selection of these particular configurations and hyperparameters has
been undertaken with meticulous consideration, with the objective of ensuring optimal model convergence and robustness
throughout the training and evaluation stages.

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Our model demonstrates superior performance across various categories and evaluation metrics in Table II, outperforming
traditional technical analysis methods [41] and machine learning approaches [13], [19], [23], [33], [40] by significant margins.
Specifically, the model achieved the highest levels of accuracy on the CIKM18 and BIGDATA22 datasets, recording accuracy
scores of 0.5730 and 0.5833, respectively, which reflect improvements of 2.5% and 6.4% over the strongest baselines.
Additionally, the model attained its peak MCC score of 0.1556 on the BIGDATA22 dataset and the second-highest MCC
score of 0.0389 on the CIKM18 datasets. On average, our model surpasses the most competitive baseline models by 4.5%
in accuracy across these datasets.

The improvements confirm the effectiveness of our proposed framework. In the following ablation study, we will test the
utility of the proposed dynamic relationship modeling methods for text and prices.

VI. ABLATION STUDY

An ablation study was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of PRG and SRG in predicting stock price movements.
The results, detailed in Table III highlight the positive impacts of the PRG and SRG modules on the models’ performance
and stability.

Specifically, the inclusion of the SRG module markedly improved model performance, increasing accuracy scores from
0.5551 to 0.5650 for the CIKM18 dataset and from 0.5609 to 0.5689 for the BIGDATA22 dataset, in comparison to the
baseline model which only incorporated the Price Encoder (PE) and Tweets Encoder (TE). Similarly, the integration of
PRG resulted in enhanced performance, elevating scores from 0.5551 to 0.5661 for CIKM18 and from 0.5609 to 0.5712
for BIGDATA22. PRG, focusing directly on price movements, showed a more pronounced improvement in performance
compared to SRG.

Our view is that this is primarily attributed to the more apparent relationships in quantitative data as opposed to the sparse
and varied content found in tweets. Furthermore, the combined use of both SRG and PRG led to a significant increase in
model accuracy by approximately 2 percentage points and an improvement in MCC by 2% to 7%, which highlights the
critical role of price relationship information in forecasting, with semantic relationship information assuming a supplementary
role.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE BENCHMARK DATASET. THE BOLDFACE INDICATES THE HIGHEST SCORES.

Model CIKM18 BIGDATA22
Accuracy MCC Accuracy MCC

LR [40] 0.5250 -0.0425 0.5307 0.0200
RF [40] 0.5357 0.0119 0.4710 -0.1114
ALSTM [33] 0.5254 -0.0077 0.4869 -0.0254
ALSTM-W [19] 0.5364 0.0315 0.4828 -0.0116
ALSTM-D [19] 0.5040 -0.0449 0.4916 -0.0090
Adv-ALSTM [13] 0.5369 0.0217 0.5036 0.0120
StockNet [23] 0.5235 -0.0161 0.5299 -0.0163
DTML [40] 0.5386 0.0049 0.5165 0.0651
SLOT [19] 0.5586 0.0899 0.5481 0.0952
Ours 0.5730 0.0389 0.5833 0.1556

TABLE III
ABLATION ANALYSIS FOR STOCK PRICE MOVEMENT PREDICTION USING DYNAMIC DUAL-GRAPH NEURAL NETWORK. BOLDFACE INDICATED THE

BEST RESULT.

Model CIKM18 BIGDATA22
Accuracy MCC Accuracy MCC

TE + PE 0.5551 0.0197 0.5609 0.0898
TE + PE + SRG 0.5650 0.0289 0.5689 0.1391
TE + PE + PRG 0.5661 0.0314 0.5712 0.1476
TE + PE + PRG + SRG 0.5730 0.0389 0.5833 0.1556

VII. CONCLUSION

A dynamic dual-graph neural network architecture is proposed, aiming to leverage implicit relationships between stocks to
yield more accurate stock price movement predictions. The network simultaneously encodes price and textual information of
companies, and builds two dynamic graphs using quantitative and semantic relations. A distinctive feature of our architecture
is the adoption of Attentive LSTM in conjunction with Graph Attention Networks, which is designed to unravel the underlying
connections between stock prices and textual information. We also conducted extensive experiments on two benchmark
datasets for stock movement prediction, which exhibit superior performances compared to other graph-based stock market
prediction models.
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The improvements in our method over strong baselines demonstrate the effectiveness of our stock correlation modeling
method. In future work, we will leverage explainable AI [42], [43] to investigate the correlations and causalities [44] of
company relationships and their impact on stock price movement.
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